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Welcome!
Who is a tweet? This issue we examine how to appeal to Gen Y customers.
Follow us on twitter.com/rubikfinancial Enjoy!

REACHING GENERATION Y
Australia’s aging population presents a
challenge for most financial institutions.
Most financial institutions have a solid
customer based firmly established
with Baby Boomers and Generation
X. However, the opportunity to grow
and expand into new markets lies with
reaching Generation Y and those that
follow.
Traditionally younger customers tend to
follow in the footsteps of their parents;
they tend to bank where their parents
bank. Generation Y represents both an
opportunity and a challenge for any
company trying to engage them.

The challenges

The single, 360 degree customer view Social
media is the word du jour in marketing.
Generation Y are active consumers
of social media – YouTube, Bebo and
MySpace are firm favourites. Online
video, one-to-many online conversations
are things that this generation take for
granted and use in everyday life.

Generation Y has
embraced mobile
communications
Acquiring and servicing the needs of this
generation of customers is an evolving
process. Generation X was the first group
of customers to see and use the internet as
a commercial and personal environment.
Internet banking was embraced as
a channel of self-sufficiency, all done
from the security of their home or office
computer.
Generation Y is adept at mobile
communications
including
mobile
internet technologies. They are engaged

by online and mobile environments.
They expect the same of any business
or brand that they deal with. Therefore
companies that are embracing the
same communications channels that are
natural to this generation are making the
greatest inroads.

Engaging Generation Y

Generation Y is notoriously fickle with
brand attachment and are highly likely to
challenge their parents associations. Thus,
may Generation Y customers are likely
to try brands different from their parents,
ones that appeal to their lifestyle.
According to April 2009 Nielsen research,
81 per cent of people aged 16-29 years
old own a mobile phone with internet
functionality, 97 per cent have SMS
capability. This age group, above all
others, is more likely to use mobile internet
services.
Generation Y use their mobiles as alarm
clocks, in preference to land lines, to
send SMS and MMS messages day and
night. Mobile banking puts banking at the
fingertips of this entire generation.

Where to for banking?

The number of banks offering mobile
solutions is growing. Only NAB, amongst
major banks, does not provide a mobile
internet banking solution, preferring to
offer SMS banking.

A generation of mobile
bankers has arrived
Mobile banking to Generation Y will
be what Internet Banking has been to
Generation X. It will provide the self-service
opportunities for existing customers.
However, mobile banking will become a
standard expectation of Generation Y –
without it, no financial institution will make
it to the consideration list.
STRATEGIC INSIGHT: Generation Y have
high expectations of companies; they
expect technology to be as natural to
companies as it is to them.
RUBIK RESPONSE: Mobile banking solutions
allow businesses to demonstrate their
understanding of the customers who seek
to use it.
Call Sales on +612 8026 4105 for a
demonstration.

WHO IS STEVE MATHIAS?
As the Head of Global Support at Rubik, Steve
Mathias manages the support and infrastructure
teams for Rubik clients in Australian, New Zealand,
Asia and the Middle East. Steve’s career has included
management consulting for E&Y Consulting, and
running Server Systems for Allianz.
Steve also has extensive experience in implementing
loan origination systems.
Steve can be reached directly on +61 9488 4010
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R&D SPEND

Temenos spends
20% of revenue
(over US$400 million
revenue last year) on
R&D.
This means US$100
million is invested in
the development of
the Temenos product
each year.

Monaco Core Banking
Conference

In his recent trip to Monaco, Rubik CEO Brent
Jackson presented to Temenos customers on
‘Frictionless Banking” – reducing the cost of
banking via outsourcing core systems. More
than 400 representatives of banks from around
the world attended the Temenos conference.
“The conference was a lot of fun and it was
interesting to meet so many people working in
banking across the world. Next year the Temenos
Conference is in Berlin. I’d love to have 10-20 of
our customers join us to share in this great learning
and networking experience,” says Brent.
A conference highlight was the unveiling of the
Temenos Roadmap that outlines the magnitude
of changes occurring in the next 12 months. R09
included the product builder, loan simulations
and the new structured products feature. More
changes and features will be added in 2010
(R10).
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It’s easy to see
why Temenos is a
global leader in core
banking technology.

Rollouts & Upgrades
Temenos upgrade
annual rollouts
previously occurred in
April. These will now be
in February.
As most regulatory
changes are driven
globally and then
filter to Australia,
Temenos plans ahead
to cater for the whole
market. IFRS is just one
example with the T24
release R10 including
a large raft of changes
being done on IFRS for
2010 and beyond.

Who is Generation Y?
•

Anyone born between around 1980 and 1994

•

21% of the Australian population are Gen Y

•

Highly technology savvy

•

Known as the internet generation
(McCrindle Research, 2008)

BCCU embraces
mobile banking
For 44 years Bankstown City
Credit Union has delivered great
products, service and being
actively involved in the Western
Sydney community.

With an increasingly mobile
customer base, BCCU had to think
outside the square to increase
customer
acquisition
and
retention. With 8,500 members,
MoneyMAX offers a full range
of financial services designed
to reach beyond the traditional
geographic heartland.
“Reaching into new markets and
meeting the needs of MoneyMAX
customers was essential,” says
BCCU IT Manager, Enis Huseyin.
“MoneyMAX customers tend to
be young, highly mobile and
technology savvy.”
Rubik

Mobile

Banking

is

browser based solution making
it accessible by most internet
enabled phones. As a result
customers do not need to
download applets and upgrades
are not required for new phone
models.
Adding Rubik out-of-the-box
Mobile Banking was easy. With
Internet Banking already in
place, the entire process took
two weeks.
Call Steve Warren to see how
quickly your business can offer
mobile banking +612 8026 4105.
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AUSTRALIANS AND MOBILE PHONES
•
•
•
•

92% have a mobile phone
11% own an iPhone
94% under 40 have a mobile phone
81% aged 16-29 have mobile internet access
(Nielsen, April 2009)
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What’s new in phone banking
While Jimmy and the IVR team have been busily upgrading customers
from DOS and Win95 servers to the latest servers with Digital telephony
cards, they have also had the opportunity to build skills around VOIP.
With successful implementations of VOIP based systems at Greater
Building Society and a VMWare based installation at Police & Nurses
Credit Society we are confident we can provide the solutions needed
as people move to VOIP. For more call Jimmy on +61 2 8026 4109.

It’s that time of year
With the end of financial
year wrap up underway,
now is the time to capitalise
on the insights and
discoveries made by your
business in the last twelve
months.
By meeting customer
expectations, even in
this economic climate,
businesses have the
opportunities to acquire
new customers and retain
existing ones.
When examining the
results of the 2008/2009

financial year, consider
what the results say about
the customer base your
business is serving.
At Rubik, our team has a
wide range of experience
in identifying insights, finding
opportunities and delivering
solutions.
Schedule a strategic
discussion with our team
to identify opportunities
for growth and retention in
2009/2010.
Call us today on +612 9488
4000.

Our offices
SYDNEY CBD
Level 8
45 Market St
Sydney NSW 2000
GPO Box 4808
Sydney NSW 2001

MACQUARIE PARK
Level 1
1 Eden Park Drive,
Macquarie Park,
NSW, 2113

SINGAPORE
No 51, Gold Hill Plaza
Tower Block, #22-03,
Singapore - 308900

EMAILS
whitepapers@rubik.com.au
solutions@rubik.com.au

HOT OFF THE PRESS

SITES

29th-30th OCTOBER 2009 - Rubik User Conference

Support: rubik.com.au/support

Mark the date in your calendar: Rubik User
Conference 29-30 October

Info: rubik.com.au/info

Our Keynote Speaker is David Vander, Worldwide
Managing Director of Banking at Microsoft. David’s
presentation will focus on supporting mission
critical banking systems.
More on this soon....
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News: rubik.com.au/news

Twitter: rubik.com.au/twitter

+61 2 9488 4000

rubik.com.au

